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Agenda

❖ Background

❖ Challenge overview

❖ How to participate

❖ Q&A
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PSCR Overview

PSCR is the primary federal laboratory 
conducting research, development, testing, 
and evaluation for public safety 
communications technologies.
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Why the Challenge?

● The Public Safety Communications Research Division 
(PSCR) of the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) is sponsoring this exciting data 
science competition to help advance research for 
public safety communications technologies for 
America’s First Responders

● As first responders utilize more advanced 
communications technology, there are opportunities 
to use data analytics to gain insights from public 
safety data, inform decision-making and increase 
safety.  

● But… we must assure data privacy. 
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Public Safety As Data Generators

● As Public Safety entities make enormous 
gains in cyber and data infrastructure 
leading to the routine collection of many 
large datasets.

● Governments and the public are 
demanding greater protections on 
individual privacy and the privacy of 
individual records. 

● Open data initiatives are pushing for the 
release of more information.

Public Safety Generates Sensitive Information

● Included in the data is personally identifiable 
information (PII) for police officers, victims, 
persons of interest, witnesses, suspects, etc.

● Studies have found that a combination of just 
3 “quasi-identifiers” (date of birth, 5 digit 
postal code, and gender) uniquely identifies 
87% of the population.  

What’s the Problem?
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What do we mean by Privacy?

Privacy-preserving data-mining algorithms allow trusted data-owners to  release useful, 
aggregate information about their data-sets (such as common user behavior patterns) 
while at the same time protecting individual-level  information.

Intuitively, the concept of making large patterns visible while protecting small details makes sense. 
You just 'blur' things a bit:

http://fryeart1.weebly.com/journals.html
If we refine this idea into a mathematically formal definition, we can create a standard 

for individual privacy.

http://fryeart1.weebly.com/journals.html
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Definition of Differential Privacy, Laplace Mechanism
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Differential Privacy Prescreening--and Pitfalls to Avoid

Get Prescreened! Watch your Sensitivity! 

In privacy, every time you reference the ground truth data in any fashion, 
you’re incurring a privacy cost.   Don’t get into debt!   Make sure to keep your 
accounting straight and pay up with sufficient privacy noise!   

Remember, the maximum records per individual is 20 in sprint 1.    That 
means a simple count of the number of events in a neighborhood has a 
sensitivity of 20.  Check out the baseline code and the example privacy 
write-up for more information, and feel free to ask questions on the forum.  

On the Open Arena the 
rules are made up and the 
points don’t matter… 
especially if you have a 
perfect score.    

Get your proof checked, 
and get into the 
Prescreened Arena today!     
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Privacy write-ups

Confirmed by subject 
matter experts

Objective

In the Differential Privacy Temporal Map Challenge (DeID2) your 
task is to develop algorithms that preserve data utility as much 
as possible while guaranteeing individual privacy is protected. 

Submissions will be assessed based on

1. their ability to prove they satisfy differential privacy; and
2. the accuracy of output data as compared with ground truth.

Sample illustration of the privacy-utility tradeoff.
From Liu et al. “Privacy-Preserving Monotonicity of 

Differential Privacy Mechanisms.” 2018.

1

Algorithm submissions

Evaluated by published 
performance metric

2
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Algorithm Contest

  

4 Feb 2021

Challenge Timeline

  

Sprint 2

29 Mar 
2021

  

Sprint 3

16 Jun 
2021

  

27 Oct 20211 Oct 
2020

Open Source Development 
Contest

  

Sprint 1 

6 Jan 
2020 

(Baltimore 911 Data)

  

Metric development

  

Potential application of new 
metrics to Algorithm Contest

Metric Contest
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Prize Awards

Sprint 1
Oct - Dec 2020

Sprint 2
Jan - Mar 2021

Sprint 3
Apr - Jun 2021

1st Place:    $10,000
2nd Place:   $7,000
3rd Place     $5,000
4th place     $2,000
5th place     $1,000

1st Place:    $15,000
2nd Place:   $10,000
3rd Place     $5,000
4th place     $3,000
5th place     $2,,000

1st Place:    $25,000
2nd Place:   $20,000
3rd Place     $15,000
4th place     $10,000
5th place     $5,000

progressive prize: 4 @$1,000

Total:            $29,000

progressive prize: 4 @$1,000

Total:            $39,000

progressive prize: 4 @$1,000

Total:            $79,000

Metric Paper Prizes: $29,000          
Open Source Development Prizes: $100,000    
      

                            Total Prize Purse for Differential Privacy Temporal Map Challenge: 
$276,000
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Algorithm Sprint Structure 

This contest sprint will proceed in two phases: 

● Development Phase (Oct 1 - Nov 9, 2020) 
○ Competitors use ‘publicly available’ data to evaluate and refine their algorithms without privacy loss.

○ Competitors submit privatized data to be scored on public facing Leaderboard.

○ Algorithm write-ups and privacy proofs can be submitted to be pre-screened as differentially private.

○ Prescreened participants can enter the Prescreened Arena, make executable code submissions to the 
containerized test harness, and qualify for Final Scoring.

○ Progressive prizes reward best scores by Oct 23rd, giving precedence to the Prescreened Leaderboard.

● Final Scoring Phase (Nov 9 - 15, 2020)
○ Participants who have passed pre-screening are invited to submit their final code (docker container 

executables) and write-ups (privacy proofs, source code and code guides) for final scoring. 

○ SME panel performs Final DP Validation on proofs and source code. Competitors may be asked to fix 
minor errors and resubmit.  

○ Final Scoring occurs on multiple ‘private’ data sets with the same schema as the ‘publicly available’ data, 
at multiple epsilon values.

○ 1st through 5th Place prizes are based on final scoring. 
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About the Sprint 1 Data: Baltimore 911 Incidents
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About the Problem: Pile of Event Records

Raw Event Records:
Timestamp, Map Segment, Event Type, Person ID

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap
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m
en

ts

Time Slices

The problem can be 
treated as a simple 
pile of records, as our 
baseline solution 
does.  What’s the 
sensitivity?  
How many time 
slices?  How many 
neighborhoods? 
How many codes?

Many counts and 
sparse data means 
many opportunities 
for large noise values, 
and negative 
privatized values.    
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About the Problem: Set of Neighborhoods

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time Slices

However, it’s not 
required to treat 
each 
neighborhood an 
entirely 
independent 
entity.
   
One possibility is 
to look at 
patterns of 
correlations 
between 
neighborhoods.    
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About the Problem: Set of Time Sequences

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time Slices

Similarly, it’s not 
necessary to treat 
each time segment 
as wholly 
independent from the 
preceding and 
subsequent time 
slices. 

One of our linked 
resource references 
[Fan 2007] looks at 
efficiently and 
privately capturing 
patterns in data 
across time. 

http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/~lxiong/research/pub/fan13tkde.pdf
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About the Problem: Set of Time Sequences

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time Slices

It’s also possible to 
change your 
perspective and 
explicitly consider 
individuals rather 
than counts of 
events.  

Our Sprint 1 data 
can be represented 
as a bipartite graph 
between individuals 
and records.  Counts 
of the nodes on the 
right have sensitivity 
20, but counts of 
nodes on the left 
have sensitivity 1.  

1
2
3
4
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7
8
9
A
B
C

1

2

3 4

6 8 B

5

7

9 A

C

Raw Events 
Records:
Timestamp, Map segment, 
Event Type

Simulated Resident 
Sequences:
Unit of privacy protection  



About the Problem: Set of Time Sequences

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time Slices

Simulated Resident Models:    

It’s also possible to 
change your 
perspective and 
explicitly consider 
individuals rather 
than counts of 
events.  

I like graphs, 
personally, but when 
considering the 
individual data there 
may be many 
different approaches 
to modeling 
individuals and the 
record sequences 
they produce.  
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About Sprint 1 Scoring: The Pie Chart Metric 

Evaluation Space:

M
ap
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eg
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en

ts

Time 
Slices

Baseline Piechart Score:    

The objective of the pie chart is to measure how faithfully 
the privatization algorithm preserves the most significant 
patterns in the data, within each map/time segment.  It 
does this by only considering the record types that make 
up at least k% of the total records (the ‘sufficiently thick 
pie slices’). 
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About Sprint 1 Scoring: The Pie Chart Metric 

Evaluation Space:

M
ap
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ts

Time 
Slices

Baseline Piechart Score:    

The objective of the pie chart is to measure how faithfully 
the privatization algorithm preserves the most significant 
patterns in the data, within each map/time segment.  It 
does this by only considering the record types that make 
up at least k% of the total records (the ‘sufficiently thick 
pie slices’). 

Zero out non-significant counts in each vector, 
re-normalize, and compute the Jensen-Shannon Distance 
to get the baseline piechart score (0.7505). 
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About Sprint 1 Scoring: The Pie Chart Metric 

Evaluation Space:

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time 
Slices

Baseline Piechart Score:    Penalties:    

The objective of the pie chart is to measure how faithfully 
the privatization algorithm preserves the most significant 
patterns in the data, within each map/time segment.  It 
does this by only considering the record types that make 
up at least k% of the total records (the ‘sufficiently thick 
pie slices’). 

Zero out non-significant counts in each vector, 
re-normalize, and compute the Jensen-Shannon Distance 
to get the baseline piechart score (0.7505). 
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About Sprint 1 Scoring: The Pie Chart Metric 

Evaluation Space:

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time 
Slices

Baseline Piechart Score:    Penalties:    

The objective of the pie chart is to measure how faithfully 
the privatization algorithm preserves the most significant 
patterns in the data, within each map/time segment.  It 
does this by only considering the record types that make 
up at least k% of the total records (the ‘sufficiently thick 
pie slices’). 

Zero out non-significant counts in each vector, 
re-normalize, and compute the Jensen-Shannon Distance 
to get the baseline piechart score (0.7505). 
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About Sprint 1 Scoring: Sampling Error Benchmark

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap
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eg

m
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ts

Time Slices

We can get a benchmark score for good performance by comparing the noise in our privatized results to 
sampling error.  In this case, we take two uniform random 75% subsamples of the full incident 
record data, and then arbitrarily choose one to treat as ground truth and another as the privatized data, 
and we compute the pie chart metric score (across all neighborhood/months).  This effectively gives us 
the difference between two views of the same ground truth data.  If the added privacy error is less than 
the sampling-error benchmark, the added privacy noise is comparable to variation typically encountered 
due to sampling. 
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About Sprint 3 Scoring: The Metrics Challenge!

Evaluation Space:
Aggregation of Event Types by 
Time Slice and Map Segment 

M
ap

 S
eg

m
en

ts

Time Slices

NIST PSCR invites solvers to develop metrics that best assess the accuracy of the data output by the algorithms 
that de-identify temporal map data. In particular, methods are sought that:

● Measure the quality of data with respect to temporal or geographic accuracy/utility, or both.
● Evaluate data quality in contexts beyond this challenge.
● Are clearly explained, and straightforward to correctly implement and use.

As you propose your evaluation metrics, be prepared to explain their relevance and how they would be used. These 
metrics may be your original content, based on existing work, or any combination thereof. If your proposed metrics 
are based on existing work or techniques, please provide citations. Participants will be required to submit both a 
broad overview of proposed approaches and specific details about the metric definition, properties and usage. 
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Welcome Aboard to the Temporal Map Problem!

❖ The obstacles you'll run into on this challenge---sparse histograms, sparse neighborhoods, 
longitudinal privacy, positive bias---and the ones you'll run into in future sprints (that may not be as 
apparent yet)...

❖ And the data properties you may leverage to help address them---similarity of records, similarity of 
map segments, smoothness across time, similarity of individuals, and many others… 
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Welcome Aboard to the Temporal Map Problem!

❖ The obstacles you'll run into on this challenge---sparse histograms, sparse neighborhoods, 
longitudinal privacy, positive bias---and the ones you'll run into in future sprints (that may not be as 
apparent yet)...

❖ And the data properties you may leverage to help address them---similarity of records, similarity of 
map segments, smoothness across time, similarity of individuals, and many others… 

❖ Are problem features that show up in critical real world differential privacy applications.
      And the standards you'll be held to are the standards of the stakeholders in those applications.

❖ So, hey everyone--let's try doing this for real.   There's a lot of low-hanging fruit on that baseline
solution, if you're not already coming in with your own ideas.  Go pick some :-)    
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Welcome Aboard to the Temporal Map Problem!

❖ The obstacles you'll run into on this challenge---sparse histograms, sparse neighborhoods, 
longitudinal privacy, positive bias---and the ones you'll run into in future sprints (that may not be as 
apparent yet)...

❖ And the data properties you may leverage to help address them---similarity of records, similarity of 
map segments, smoothness across time, similarity of individuals, and many others… 

❖ Are problem features that show up in critical real world differential privacy applications.
      And the standards you'll be held to are the standards of the stakeholders in those applications.

❖ So, hey everyone--let's try doing this for real.   There's a lot of low-hanging fruit on that baseline
solution, if you're not already coming in with your own ideas.  Go pick some :-)    

(Don’t forget to watch your sensitivity accounting carefully and add noise properly as you add steps or modify your algorithms!)
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Important Dates

Sprint 1 starts Oct 1, 2020

Deadline for pre-screening submissions to be 
reviewed before Progressive Prizes

Oct 20, 2020

Progressive Prize rankings determined Oct 23, 2020

Development phase closes Nov 9, 2020

Final code submissions and write-ups due Nov 15, 2020

Winners announced by Jan 5, 20201
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A competitor pack is provided to help participants get started! The contents include:

Competitor’s Pack Contents

“Publicly available” event records data

Parameters of the data, including schema and configuration inputs

Naive baseline solution

Sample privacy write-up

Scoring metric implementation for local testing

Simple visualizer of scoring outputs

https://github.com/drivendataorg/deid2-runtime
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A competitor pack is provided to help participants get started! The contents include:

Competitor’s Pack Contents

“Publicly available” event records data

Parameters of the data, including schema and configuration inputs

Naive baseline solution

Sample privacy write-up

Scoring metric implementation for local testing

Simple visualizer of scoring outputs

You may also want to check out the resources for our sister metrics challenge at HeroX, 
especially the pie-chart metric write-up! 

https://github.com/drivendataorg/deid2-runtime
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Let’s Get Going!

https://deid.drivendata.org/

https://deid.drivendata.org/
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Questions?
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Challenge.gov
https://www.challenge.gov/challenge/

differential-privacy-temporal-map-challenge/ 

DrivenData
https://deid.drivendata.org/

Challenge Questions
PSPrizes@nist.gov 

Thank you!

Competition Details and Official Rules

https://www.challenge.gov/challenge/differential-privacy-temporal-map-challenge/
https://www.challenge.gov/challenge/differential-privacy-temporal-map-challenge/
https://deid.drivendata.org/
mailto:PSPrizes@nist.gov
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Appendix
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Attacks on Privacy: De-anonymization 
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De-anonymization New York Taxi Data

“Using a simulation of the medallion data, 
we show that our attack can re-identify 
over 91% of the taxis that ply in NYC even 
when using a perfect pseudonymization of 
medallion numbers.”
Douriez, Marie, et al. "Anonymizing nyc taxi data: Does it matter?." 2016 IEEE 
international conference on data science and advanced analytics (DSAA). IEEE, 2016.
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Public Safety Uses:

● Policy (e.g. resource 
allocation)

● Incident Management 
(e.g. evacuation plan)

● Analytics 

Privacy Risks:

● Data sets may contain 
PII

● Linkage attacks can use 
location data to find a 
person

● Location history may 
contain sensitive 
information

Temporal Map Data 

Data Challenges:

● Data space scales with 
number of locations

● Data space scales 
exponentially with 
individual sequence 
length. 

● Variability in map 
segments require flexible 
solutions
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Differential Privacy Explainer Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jjj4h4f1J-rZmDEvWr2z-dIDchB2bCq0/preview
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Temporal Map Data Technicalities  

Data Challenges:

● Data space 
scales with 
number of 
locations

● Data space scales 
exponentially with 
length of individual 
time sequences. 

● Variability in map 
segments require 
flexible solutions
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Temporal Map Data Technicalities 

Data Challenges:

● Data space scales 
with number of 
locations

● Data space scales 
exponentially with 
length of individual 
time sequences. 

● Variability in map 
segments require 
flexible solutions
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Temporal Map Data Technicalities 

Data Challenges:

● Data space scales 
with number of 
locations

● Data space scales 
exponentially with 
length of individual 
time sequences. 

● Variability in map 
segments require 
flexible solutions
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Problem Definitions: Temporal Map Data 

Raw Event Records:
Serial Number, Timestamp, Map 
segment ID, Event Info

Evaluation Space:
Event Info Aggregation,
per Map Segment x Time Range

M
ap
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Individual Sequences:
Mapping between Individuals 
and Event Records.  This will 
be the unit of privacy protection.  

● In Sprint 1, using the Baltimore 911 
Call Database for data.   Time 
segments are months and map 
segments are neighborhoods.  

● Input data given to competitors as 
a CSV file, Event Record File 

● Event event record will include a 
tag/serial number for an ‘Individual’ 
(artificially generated).  Privacy is 
protected at the Individual level. 

● Note that max records per 
individual determines ‘sensitivity’ 
for differential privacy-- the amount 
of noise needed to privatize, and 
the difficulty of the problem. More 
records/individual is much harder.  

● Output scored as aggregated call 
record types in each 
neighborhood, in each month.

● SME-proposed scoring function 
tested on (SME-proposed) naive 
baseline privatization code. 
  


